ATTARIK Foundation: A Moroccan initiative for the promotion of Meteoritics and Planetary Science in Morocco and abroad
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ATTARIK Foundation is an NGO dedicated to promotion of Meteoritics and Planetary Science in Morocco, the Middle East, and African countries. It has been developing scientific research, outreach, and communication since its creation in 2019 by a team of internationally renowned researchers and a group of enthusiasts [1, 2]. The creation of ATTARIK Foundation is the result of a long process that began in Morocco in 2000 by building a strategy based on the development of scientific research, new curricula, the training of master and PhD students and communication. The launch of ATTARIK Foundation benefited from previous collaborations and links with scientific institutions, networks, and laboratories all over the world. ATTARIK Foundation has four important objectives: 1- the promotion of scientific research on Meteoritics and Planetary Science 2- the valorisation and preservation of the rich Moroccan geoheritage 3- the dissemination of science 4- the economic and social development of territories by geotourism and astrotourism activities. ATTARIK contributed to the visibility of African scientists via financial contributions for students’ scholarships, publications, presentations in national and international conferences, and PhD defenses, thanks to the supports of its members, partners and sponsors. ATTARIK Foundation contributes to the national effort of regulation of geoheritage in Morocco that succeeded on implementing a decree dedicated to fossils, minerals, and meteorites. One important action is the exhibit-museum “Meteorites messengers of sky” aiming to dissemination of science as well as promoting Moroccan geoheritage. This concept is original and unique as it is welcomed by commercial malls in Casablanca [3, 4]. The dissemination of scientific knowledge and making it available to the public in the exhibit and during practical workshops has become a very important skill for mediators (mostly PhD students), it allows them to create communication and exchange links on a scientific subject with the public in order to have a wide diffusion of knowledge on a precise scientific topics.
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